Reynolds answers Cut rule query of Daily Iowan

The first state gymnastics meet of the season will be held at Grinnell State Saturday, March 2, from Lincoln college at Ames, Grinnell, and Iowa will participate. According to instructor Howard has formed a strong combination of gymnasts. Each man in the team must go through one or two exercises which have been decided on by the members of the board of gymnastics, and will give two or three sets. The next team performs on the balance beam and bars.

Last year the Iowa team was within six points of winning the Iowa, Henry Bender, then captain, missed his fourth on the bars, so his team was defeated by one point. The Iowa team has, for the last many years, been on the high team; the girls have made more difficult exercises. But the girls were hardly last year when they are new to the level. The Iowa team will work for Grinnell Saturday afternoon and will return Sunday. Following are the winning members of the Grinnell team, after careful study of the records of the law, Mr. Alvin, Grinnell, J. Lambert, Howard Jones, Dean Renow and trainer. This team has the most favorable condition.

The student is only busy as the decision in the case. He is always given because of the judicial board, unless his work is unfavorable. While the student is the big boy he can appeal to the appeal board. This is the latest part of the department from the case of the department. The rules of the departments vary, but the student is a faithful work, or he may not even be asked to make up the work missed. His is a poor student and in the habit of getting his credit in likelihood to be removed. If the student is sick in the hospital, but is quickly among the students, his Dean Renow, who invites the he is a very sick but happy man, to the sidlace to the instructors of all the student's classmates. Cutting classes before and just after a vacation is a different case. The instructor has the right to the advisor to the committee. The rule, a reduction of one grade, was intended to prevent last minute cutting classes. This rule would not be acceptable as an excuse. Such things as sickness, personal business, family illness or relatives, will always be accepted.

Profs. Glenn N. Moyer, the dean of Kansas State, and A. W. Goodwin, the dean of Kansas State, today.

He states these will be held in room 113 of the chemistry building. The first lecture will be given by a member of the department and the other by another member of the chemistry department.

The program on the modern drug store which was to have been given at Irving February 8 will be given at 4 p.m. in room 113 of the chemistry building on the campus.

Reynolds answers Cut rule query of Daily Iowan

Committee gives Students Benefit to the 15% Deducted from Determination Amount of Credit To be Relected, H. M.

"It is the very foundation of the " Boys, and it was won only by a close

Though the committee has chosen remarkable values in many ways since its establishment, and has reduced the amount from fifty to seventy-five cents per page. The students do not have to appeal to the departments whose classes have suffered, and these are applied for.

"The fact is as outlined. The student gets a three. He may or may not appeal his advisor for a reduction of a grade which will be taken by the advisor or by the board. The matter of cutting classes is very crucial in the college. It is done, on the other hand, by students and not by the board. If the student's reason on a card for that purpose at the advisor's office. The case is then before the meeting Wednesday afternoon by the members at her department and classification, their decision to be governed by the advisor's recommendation.

The student is then notified by mail to the decision in the case. He is always given the benefit of the doubt, unless his record is unfavorable. While the student is the big boy he can appeal to the appeal board. This is the latest part of the department from the case of the department. The rules of the departments vary, but the student is a faithful work, or he may not even be asked to make up the work missed. He is a poor student and in the habit of getting his credit in likelihood to be removed. If the student is sick in the hospital, but is quickly among the students, his Dean Renow, who invites the he is a very sick but happy man, to the sidlace to the instructors of all the student's classmates. Cutting classes before and just after a vacation is a different case. The instructor has the right to the advisor to the committee. The rule, a reduction of one grade, was intended to prevent last minute cutting classes. This rule would not be acceptable as an excuse. Such things as sickness, personal business, family illness or relatives, will always be accepted.
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THE COMMUNICATION

In the University opinion column today appears a communication object-
ning to the "necessity of identifica-
tion of students in personal items by stating their fraternity or soci-
ety connection." The writer suggests that the literary societies, the band, the glee club, and other organiza-
tions are not similarly used and sug-
gest that the prevailing practice tends to create a social scale.

One of the essentials of a good news story or personal item is that the person mentioned in it shall be iden-
tified so that readers will readily grasp who is meant.

We know people, not alone by their fraternity or society connections, but by their fraternity or society connections. A more satisfactory system of identification would be, perhaps, by names and classes. But one of this system has, unhappily, been made impossible through omission from the student directory of the necessary amount of information. The fraternity-society plan is followed up the most practical system that can be followed.

As for creation of a social scale, by which we presume the writer means promotion of the caste spirit, the Daily Iowan can hardly be ex-
pected to achieve as important a re-
sult with so small a cause. The Iowan normally states a fact. If there is any-
ting to the fact that a man belongs to a fraternity that tends to create an uncontrollable situation, the plan is to let it sit on the connection of the man with the fraternity, not on the statement of fact by The Daily Iowan. This is as in many other things, publicity can do no wrong. If there
were anything wrong, for we believe there is not, constant emphasis of the fact that The Iowan is likely to do a great deal more to make it right than ignoring it will.

UNIVERSITY OPINIONS

The Daily Iowan will gladly accept contributions from the students of the University, which will be printed if the writer desires.

Clubs and bars are ever popular in Currier hall as well as in the houses on the campus. The Y. M. C. A. has entertained a New Jersey company so well that the students. Each floor curator has a store at which these bars may be bought. On the first floor Dorothy Daggs is the stewardess, on the second floor, Ester Zimmer-
man, and on the third floor, Florence Hurbuck.

A coziest little theatre in the city first floor at 12:00 p.m.

The rich modern house settings and the in-
teresting turn of this pretty romance is bound to please everyone. It is a story without a brush, clean, wholesome, and entertaining.

Admission 10c. Children 5c

PASTIMETHEATRE

Dunkel, Orce.

The Coziest little Theatre in the city

THE MIDLAND

During the last few weeks several well

nominate men to

MEDAL OF HONOR

From the following names, and the University, have been

a representative of the
denomination of

organizational, and other connec-
tions.

The Iowan uses the name of a man’s fraternity after his name to add to identifying him easily to any other student. It has been characterized as democratic and which is democratic, I object to the general use of personal items by stating their fraternity or society connections.

In reading the Iowan for Sunday I find items of interest because of familiarity with the name of the fraternity or society, the fraternity or society connections, and the fraternity or society connections. The fraternity or society connections, therefore, is what I look for in the Iowan.

As a reader of the Iowan and as a student in a University which has been characterized as democratic and which is democratic, I object to the general use of personal items by stating their fraternity or society connections.

To the Iowan for Sunday I find items of interest because of familiarity with the name of the fraternity or society, the fraternity or society connections, and the fraternity or society connections. The fraternity or society connections, therefore, is what I look for in the Iowan.

The fraternity or society connections are an admirable medium for the gathering of news. Their members furnish the majority of personal items that fill the Iowan. Still there is no necessity for creating a social scale in the University newspaper. The majority of your subscribers are not fraternity or society members. I have a feeling that they dislike the way in which personal items are handled.

If a person from out of the city is a guest of a University student at a fraternity house, then is that a different matter. If a University student goes out of the city for a day or two, the fact that he is a member of the University Chi Club or Whatever is to be noticed no different.

If a person from out of the city is a guest of a University student at a fraternity house, then is that a different matter. If a University student goes out of the city for a day or two, the fact that he is a member of the University Chi Club or Whatever is to be noticed no different.

Vacant Rooms may be filled;
Desirable Rooms may be obtained;
Lost Articles may be located by the aid of a classified ad in

THE DAILY IOWAN

The following nominations are made for the filling of the Advisory board of the University:

C. B. Fonda, member; W. A. Waters member; D. B. Calahan member; D. B. Calahan member; D. B. Calahan member.

B. W. Dunlop was a representative of the Lutheran church, D. B. Calahan member; P. H. Calahan member, and N. A. Calahan member.

You have already

TODAY and FRIDAY

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

in

"THE RISE OF SUSAN"

SPECIAL SATURDAY ONLY

Gretchen Hartman

in

"THE LOVE THRIFT"

in five parts also

"SEE AMERICA FIRST"

a thundering comedy

Admission 10c. Children 5c
The MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS' AGENCY
OF IOWA, MONTPELIER, IOWA

During the last twelve years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi... Its terms are the most liberal, and through the confidence and respect of the employing officers, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for prices.

Z. B. SCHROEDER, Proprietor and Manager

DOMINATE MEN TO
FILL Y. M. PLACES

The following nominations have been made for the office of vacancies in the Advisory board of the Y. M. C. A. Faculty members: W. G. Raymond and W. J. Toeters, alumni members: T. A. Wescott, students members: Ray W. Clevenger and Ray A. Froehling, Iowa City member: R. B. Hurst.

J. B. Dunlap was nominated as a representative of the Congregational church, L. D. Koster for the United church, F. H. Potter for the Baptists, and N. A. Frisco for the Episcopalians.

Prof. A. C. Henry, who has been nominated to fill the vacancy on the board of trustees.

The following programs are announced for the week:

Athens Literary society will meet Thursday evening at 7:15 in room 144, Liberal arts college.

On March 2, Philosophy will give the following program: Music, M. Turner; oration, E. Thibodeau; destination, Sandy; capitation, Thad Hines and reading, Leslie Fairham.

From Time of Lake Mills is visiting Lake Bennet.

WILLY ADVANCES NEW
IDEA ON POLLINATION

The February Dance has in it an article by Prof. Robert Wylie of the University, on "The Pollination of Valtellsites." The article is accompanied by a full page drawing of the present work is based on studies made at the Lakeville laboratory.

The article is in criticism and amplification of a classic German plant. A remarkable drawing of a German scientist has been copied in textbooks all over the world, and the idea of cross-pollination has been generally accepted. Prof. Wylie has written his article in refutation of the idea.

Miss Esther Madsonn, speaker, of the School of Music, Miss Helen Siver, Wilmer, sharply, and Isabel Silver, bass, gave a concert in Newton, Friday evening. The concert was one of a series presented in Newton this season.

The Iowa City literary club will meet Tuesday, March 6, at the home of Ann Peterson, 111 East Market street. Miss Grace Workman of the University library staff, will have charge of the program.

VARIOUS DANCE PRICE
WILL NOT BE RAISED

Dick Mahanna is on the war path. During the past two weeks someone has been circulating the report that the Mahanna and Varsity dances at Company A hall on Saturday evenings are to cost two dollars instead of the regular price of one dollar. "This is entirely false," said the person or persons circulating such a report and have entirely no foundation for such statements. Missed Mr. Mahanna yesterday.

"We have advertised our dances at one dollar and at that price they will stay, regardless of the high cost of living."

NEAL IN FLORIDA

Dr. W. E. Dean, dean of the college of medicine, left Saturday for Columbus, Ohio, to attend a meeting of the eye, ear, nose and throat specialists of America, which was held there Monday.

After attending the conference, Dr. Dean will go on to Florida for several weekly vacations.

Myrtle M. Wilson of the school music spent the week end visiting friends in Chicago.

THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1917

THE HOME OF YOUR DREAMS?

You have already cherished the dream for a long time. But why not make time for the full enjoyment and build your home this spring? How delightful it would be to live under your own roof next fall!

THE FIRST STEP IS TO CONSULT DUNLAP

by the Dunn

1.00

THE BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPH

A Home Entertainer

The Brunswick

Phonograph

Brunswick

Size: 490.00

An inimitably tuned automatic 40, a large chamber which is built on delicately as a violin. A Brunswick, superb motor, developed by a European expert. Here are some of the achievements which are giving the Brunswick its increasing popularity.

A SIZE TO SUIT EVERY PURSE

THE BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPH SHOP

COAST TO COAST

Guaranteed

SAYS PORTMAN
PLAYERS ARE GOOD

Miss Alphonc Willard of the Department of Public Speaking in speaking at the annual meeting of the Willardian Players which are to appear in Iowa City on March 11 at the Empire theater under the auspices of the University Players and the local society of the Drama League of America.

"The best comment I can make on the Portman Players is that they are all the press notices claim for them," Miss Alphonc Willard said.

"Surely Mr. Walker has caught some of Willard's passion for the creation of imaginative and new-dressing effects. The lighting and scenery are admirable."

"The Gods of the Mountain." This play which has really won the favor of the Portman will probably consider the best of all the productions Miss Alphonc Willard thought. However, the humor and atmosphere of "The Who Will Have the Last Word" brought a great response.

The program was like several successive acts, first from the main floor, then from each balcony. In the tremendous volume gave ample evidence that the orchestra was second. Faculty members, students, and people who came from near-by towns were, as far as I heard, well pleased," Miss Willard said.

Mr. Walker gave a short address at the conclusion. All who heard him were charmed by his attractive personality. It was estimated that the performance in the evening drew a $1100 house.

PUNCH: TWO GLASSES
FOR FIVE CENTS

The Iowa Women's Athletic association will give a second dance Saturday afternoon from 2 to 5 at the women's gymnasium. Punch will be served, two glasses for five cents. All University women are invited.

EAST AFRICAN SAFARI
Every Sat. Night
Mahanna & Ogle
Well-dressed young men use the Hart Schaffner & Marx Style Book as their guide to the newest and best styles. If you haven't a copy, let us know.

**Young men like our service**

It's a store for them; all the new special ideas in suits and overcoats are here for them; the most stylish clothes for spring; we know what young men want.

**TOP COATS**

They're here; Pinch backs, and Chesterfield Models; we'll fit you in the famous Varsity Six Hundred designs or in the new belt-back models or the Varsity fifty-five suits; you'll get the lively, vigorous, spirited clothes you want.

The latest neckwear is on display; smart designs, rich silks; wonderful sprang patterns; hats, shirts, gloves—everything you need is ready and waiting.

**COASTS**

The home of Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes